SwiftShield Market
Success and Ordering
Improvements
The SwiftShield product line is growing this year with sales more
than doubling last year's volume! To handle this increased
demand and make it easier to order covers, we have created a
covering ordering portal. SwiftShieldcovers.com contains an upto-date cover library of existing patterns, simplified ordering and
an easy click-to-pay system without any additional credit card
fees. You will also find a photo gallery of existing installations that
dealers have shared with us and training resources for accurate
measuring.

Lead times are currently at one to two weeks and we are now sourcing
covers from multiple qualified cover fabricators.
We are now offering covers up to 40' Length Overall (LOA).

Cover Ordering Process
1. Visit Swiftshieldcovers.com and check the Cover Library to see if
your boat is in our system.
•

•

If the boat is not in our Cover Library, measure and
photograph the boat and then proceed to step 2.
If the boat is in our Cover Library, photograph the boat and
proceed to step 2.

2. Click on the Cover Order Form button. The form will prompt you
for boat, cover color, contact details, boat pictures and measurements if
applicable.
3. After we receive your completed Cover Order Form, we will review
the order and email you a cover model number, your dealer cost,
expected lead time and a click-to-pay credit card processing invoice.
4. After receiving your full payment, we will contact your cover fabricator
who will then fabricate your cover, ship it directly to you with a paid-infull invoice and provide you with post-sale warranty and cover support.
Please note that fabric types and lead times may vary by cover
fabricators who specialize in different fabrics.

Updated SwiftShield Cover Price List 6/1/19
Boats With No Tower, Bimini or Center Console Roof
SS-AC19NT
Up to 19 ft LOA
$2868
SS-AC24NT
19 to 24 ft LOA
$3089
SS-AC29NT
24 to 29 ft LOA
$3420
SS-AC35NT
29 to 35 ft LOA
$3805
SS-AC40NT
35 to 40 ft LOA
$4300

Boats With Tower, Bimini or Center Console Roof
Model Number
SS-AC19T
SS-AC24T
SS-AC29T
SS-AC35T
SS-AC40T

Boat Length Overall
Up to 19 ft LOA
19 to 24 ft LOA
24 to 29 ft LOA
29 to 35 ft LOA
35 to 40 ft LOA

MSRP
$2979
$3309
$3612
$4067
$5204

For more information, please contact your Regional Sales Manager.
George Zick (North US / Canada)
gzick@sunstreamcorp.com
708-767-3429
Dave Pagliughi (South US)
dpagliughi@sunstreamcorp.com
704-999-4168

Michael Shaffer (West US / Canada and International)
mshaffer@sunstreamcorp.com
+1 253 480 3068

